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compelling stories where catastrophic climate change is a 
given can do as much or more in the fight to come than 
any browbeating documentary saddled with burdensome 
‘facts’ and sober models. … the more climate sinks in as a 
nightmarish inevitability that drives our scariest sci-fi, the 
more our culture at large can incorporate that into their 
background thinking.

- Ted Alvarez in Grist



Snowpiercer

The film lands glancing blows on all kinds of green issues. 
Mass transit saves humanity! An all-insect diet keeps 
poorer humans nourished. Swinton and other characters 
constantly harp on the “sustainability” of various 
processes on the train. … the movie finally goes literally 
and metaphorically off the rails in the final 20 minutes, 
and what remains of humanity walks out onto the ice to 
be confronted by …. a polar bear, the zoological mascot 
of the climate movement.

- Ted Alvarez in Grist
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Director Bong Joon-ho on the ending

They have no memory of what it's like to be on the Earth. For them 
to procreate, it's going to take a little time. So, for me, it's a very 
hopeful ending ... But those two kids will spread the human race ... 
I don't really feel everyone must die. I hope there were other 
survivors who lived through the avalanche, I just didn't have the 
means to shoot that ... You realize later on that the kids are the 
ones keeping this engine going, and this machinery intact. The 
engine is itself is on its way to extinction along with cigarettes, and 
other goods. Extinction is a repeated word throughout the film. But 
outside the train, life is actually returning. It's nature that's eternal, 
and not the train or the engine, as you see with the polar bear at 
the end.



Questions for discussion

• Do we agree that taking climate change for granted as 
a “background” or aspect of the fictional world is more 
effective…
• Than documentaries like An Inconvenient Truth?
• Than disaster films like The Day after Tomorrow?

• Is “Cli-Fi” better as a film genre than a novel genre?

• What happens at the end of Snowpiercer?


